
Preparing the PakPod for use.

The PakPod is shipped flat with the internal PE board not installed in the bag. 
This saves space and makes shipping more efficient. To install the PE board:

1. Locate the Velcro strip that is attached to the black PE board. With the Velcro 
facing down, fold the PE board as shown and insert it into the bag.

2. Push the PE board in as far as it will 
go and place the corners of the PE board 
in the corners of the bag.

3. Fold the bag's Velcro flap under the PE board to secure the PE 
board in place.



Installation Instructions for
PakPod Harness Straps

These instructions assume that there are D-rings appropriately placed on the hull so that straps can be 
attached. Instead of D-rings, other options like string loops will also work well on most kayak hulls.

Each PakPod comes with two harness straps, one for each end of the bag. Each harness strap has two 
quick-release buckles to attach to the bag. Please remove the harness straps and attach to the hull as 
described below.

1. The shorter harness strap fits the forward end of the PakPod and will be 
installed across the hull. Insert one end of the strap through a D-ring from 
below as shown in  picture #1.

2. Insert the end through the nearest D-ring 
in the harness strap as shown in Picture #2.
Thread buckle and tighten strap as shown in 
Picture #3. Repeat the above process with 
the other end of the harness strap on the 
opposite side of the kayak. Install the other 
harness strap the same way for the other end 
of the PakPod.

3. Clip the bag to the harness as shown in Picture #4. The PakPod can 
quickly and easily be disconnected from the harness and used as a paddle 
float.


